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Venco Pottery Wheel No. 3 - 330 mm (13inch) Wheel Head

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
$ 2020.00

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerVenco 

Description 

Venco has been designing and building pottery wheels since 1972, it is little wonder Venco
potters Wheels are world renowned for quality and reliability. Venco's Range of potters wheels

comprise two basic series. The Cone drive and the Direct Drive. The elegant, yet simple, design
of all models ensures years of trouble free throwing with minimal maintenace. At Pottery

Supplies, our production potter has been utilizing a Venco pottery wheel for over 15 years, a
testament to their enduring performance.

FEATURES:

One of the hardest wearing wheels available – used by many schools worldwide.
Speed range: 30 - 240 RPM, infinitely variable dependant on foot pedal position.
Freewheeling wheel head.
Corrosion resistant Aluminium tray and wheel head. Steel frame/body zinc plated and
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powder coated for extreme corrosion resistance.
Light weight and compact.
Foot operated speed control. 
Comes with or without pins
Guaranteed for 36 months against defective parts or faulty workmanship.

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Motor: 370w (1/2hp)
Drive System: Cone Drive 
Average Speed range: Infinitely variable 0-240rpm 
Wheel-head Direction: Counterclockwise 
Wheel-head: 330mm (13inch) machined marine grade alloy casting 
Dimension: (L)685mm X (W)508mm X (H)558 
Warranty period: 36 months

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

Clip-on side tray - Can go on anyside of the wheel and are hand oiled plywood with
aluminium brackets. 
Padded seat - Clips onto the wheel base and most importantly make throwing more
enjoyable with a comfortable padded seat. 
Standard wheel head bats - Drilled with holes to match wheel head with pins. Appprox
340mm diameter. Made from hand oiled plywood.
Riser bats - increased thickness bat for increasing the wheel head above that of the tray
rim for throwing large diameter platters ect. Made from hand oiled plywood.

LIMITED STOCK! Please contact our sales team on 07 3368 2877 for more information. 
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